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PRICE PER PERSON  Maximum 10 people

3900 Kn / around 520€ 

ISLAND HOPPING - 
PRIVATE SAILING BOAT 
6 HOURS
Suggestion’s for visiting Vis Island; We will sail in one of the best parts of the Adriatic, to the 
favorite destination for people who love the sea and islands.
As we are experts in sailing and we respect and listen to the needs of our clients we welcome 
you to design your own tour.
Regarding your wishes and your time table we can offer you private sailing tours, so that we 
can give you an opportunity to enjoy the sailing in a complete private atmosphere exploring the 
magical bays and Islands among the coast. Also you are welcome to arrange with us your team 
building’s, bride to be celebration’s, bachelor celebration, honeymoon sailings, or any other 
event what you have in mind and would like to spend with your beloved people on the sea 
sharing the unique experience of sailing among the most beautiful places on earth. Our 
company suggestion’s for Private tours:
Suggestion’s for visiting Pakleni Islands
Suggestion for Pakleni Islands; Our specially-designed Pakleni Islands Sailing Tour is one of 
the most popular we offer, affording you a glorious introduction to the emerald jewels of the 
Pakleni Islands without having to take a whole day.
The Pakleni Islands, the name is popularly translated as Hells’ islands (Pakleni: hellish), but it 
originally derives from paklina, an archaic word, from which Pakleni too is derived, that 
means “tar”, and in this case, refers to the pine resin once used to coat ships that was 
harvested on these islands, offer excellent sailing, and our local skipper will expertly guide you 
round the most picturesque islands, where you will lose yourself in delightful coves, before 
choosing one for a swim.
The tour includes two stops, one for a swim and snorkeling and one eventually by your whishes 
for lunch or some free time on the Pakleni Island for sight seeing or a cocktail .

PRICE INCLUDES: Boat, Skipper, Fuel, Wine, Water, Snacks and Snorkeling gear

PRICE DOES NOT INCLUDE: Lunch, Jeep/Speedboat Tour, or any additional tickets or activities.

NOTES: Sunscreen, Hat, Sport shoes (If possible), Jacket (Recommended for beginning/end of season)


